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FROM THE EDITORIAL DESK
Dear Readers,
Since the last issue, a lot has changed. The “situation”
in Ukraine evolved into a full-scale invasion and war,
the resulting disruption to the supply of Russian oil
has caused prices to surge, the Indian subcontinent
remains in the grips of one of the worst heat waves
ever recorded in over a century, while other areas
are seasonally cooler than normal, and Omicron
continues to rear its ugly head while more and more
countries return to “normal”.
Rather apocalyptic, but even in the darkest hours
there is light.
Ukraine stood up to Russia like David did to Goliath,
fighting for its freedom and pushing back the enemy,
revealing weaknesses in Russia’s war machine that
were previously unimagined by many. Climate change
may be throwing its weight around, but with Russian
oil off the cards for many nations, transitioning to
green energy sources suddenly became a whole lot
more attractive, and critical.
At the same time, countries are opening up and
learning to live with Covid, as opposed to living in
fear of Covid – except for a couple of holdouts (one
regrettably being Hong Kong, to an extent).
Against this backdrop, we bring you a feature story
on Ukraine and what we are doing to support and
assist our Ukrainian seafarers and their families
(pp. 10-13). This is complemented by the front
cover photo and a message penned by our CEO
Bjorn Hojgaard against the war in Ukraine, and the
importance of standing up to bullies, both ashore
and at sea (p. 3).
In terms of climate change, we are proud to announce
the launch of the Anglo-Eastern Fleet Performance
Centre within our Mumbai office (pp. 4-5). The
AEFPC is dedicated to fleet performance and voyage
optimisation, not only to reduce costs, but to reduce
fuel consumption and emissions. Anglo-Eastern is also
proud to be a project partner of the Just Transition
Task Force for “climate justice” (p. 7).

Proof that the world is opening up and returning
to “normal”, RTM held one of the first in-person
seminars for our officers in Mumbai this April,
aptly named “Getting Back Together” (pp. 6-7).
This is the first face-to-face crew seminar we have
covered in LeaderShip since the onset of Covid
two years ago, which is saying something!
Besides the above and the usual fare, we have
a few business announcements, namely a new
procurement joint venture with Seaspan (p. 8), a
new office for our Antwerp business (p. 9), a new
payment solution for our seafarers (p. 14), and a
new milestone for Project Control Tower (p. 24),
which recently celebrated 200 inspections.
Our Mumbai office also won gold in men’s football
(p. 18) and women’s throwball (p. 19), by “Going
for gold as One Team” (p. 2 article on teamwork
by Ashish Malik, Anglo Ardmore’s new managing
director). Motorcycle enthusiasts will be drawn
to our double story on bikes and rides (pp. 20-21),
while true adrenaline junkies should check out
the harrowing rescue operation north of the Azores
(p. 23).
As for our PICTURE THIS winners, well done and
congratulations to the following:

• 3/O Kanav Sharma (MV Maersk Bintan) for

the back cover photo of his vessel’s night-time
arrival in Melbourne, Australia, earlier this year.
Though dark, it is a stunning photo of colour
bursts, both natural and digital. We love it!

• C/O Anurag Vinayak (MT Morston) for this

simple photo of him holding out a string of
rudraksha prayer beads against a backdrop of
his vessel’s deck on a beautiful, sunny day. It is a
photo of light against the darkness, and a photo
of hope.

On that note, let us hope for a swift return to
peace, freedom, and normalcy. Stay safe and
happy reading!
Melissa Otto
Editor, LeaderShip
Group Communications Manager
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holds every bit of truth as demonstrated
in the movie.
There are a few valuable lessons that
we can take from the movie: leadership,
communication, pride, and importantly,
and the concept of “One Team”, to name
a few. The hockey team’s journey notably
progressed the moment they came
together and coordinated as One Team.
Now, this may relate to events more than
70 years ago, but the “One Team” concept
is still relevant today, especially for us in the
shipping industry.

TEAMWORK

Going for gold
as One Team

Anglo Ardmore managing director Ashish Malik
shares his views on teamwork, collaboration, and the
importance of One Team.

Recently, I watched the Bollywood movie
“Gold”, which revolves around the Indian
hockey team’s exhilarating journey to win
the gold medal at the 1948 Olympics. The
story demonstrates individuals from distinct
cultures and backgrounds coming together
as a team. The vitality of finding unity –
despite various egos, personal agendas,
2 | LeaderShip

and infighting – became an integral part of
the team’s odyssey to success.
In one of the scenes, the team manager
organises an activity where he keeps a
pile of bricks at one side of the hockey
field. The players are instructed to lift the
bricks by hand and transfer them to the

other side of the field. At first, the players
run enthusiastically, picking up the bricks
and carrying them to the other side. On
completing this, the players are instructed
to return the bricks – and then to repeat the
exercise.
By now the players are tired, so they stop
and begin to discuss what’s going on. One
player suggests they are doing something
wrong, and so the idea comes to them that
they should instead form a line across the
field. The first player picks up the brick and
hands it to the next player, and so on, till
all the bricks are transferred to the other
side of the field. This proves to be a much
faster, more effective, and less tiring way to
complete the task, as well as more fun.
It is this realisation that is the defining
moment of the movie, where the team
learns that talent, training, and effort alone
are not enough for success; teamwork
is also required. It brings to mind the
childhood story about how a bundle of
sticks is stronger than just one stick, which

We operate multicultural, multinational
specialist teams across different locations
globally. To leverage their true value, these
specialist teams must collaborate effectively
and efficiently across the functional, cultural,
physical, and time-based divides. Another
point to remember is that the common
goal of the “sum” is always greater than the
individual goals of its parts.
Our common goal is to operate our vessels
in a safe and reliable manner, and it is here
that all parts have a role to play, be it our
seafarers or office staff. It is the small efforts
that can make a difference in achieving
excellence.
“Together Everyone Achieves More”, or
TEAM, is an acronym that has withstood
the test of time. “One Team” takes it to
another level and forms the crux of the
company’s goal of setting the highest
standards of professionalism, performance,
and progress with respect to the fleet’s safe,
environmentally responsible, and efficient
operations. By embracing our One Team
spirit, we can achieve this and aim higher to
take home our own “gold”.

GROUP

CEO’S MESSAGE

Standing up to bullies
Just before the last issue of LeaderShip went to press, the
world bore witness to Russia’s invasion of Ukraine. In the ten
weeks since, we have seen devastating reports of mindless
destruction, and war crimes have unmistakably been
carried out under the orders of Russian president Vladimir
Putin. I hope, with the fullness of time, that he and his
cronies will stand trial for these atrocities, and be punished
appropriately.

I am not known for mincing words, and I
will state it unequivocally here. At AngloEastern, we condemn the invasion of
Ukraine, a recognised sovereign nation
with a burgeoning democracy. Putin, as
the kleptocrat he is, acts as a prison bully,
intimidating and waging war on the free
people of Ukraine – a sad indictment of his
warped worldview. Whatever your beliefs,
the reality is that if Russia stopped fighting,
this war would end, but if Ukraine stopped
fighting, Ukraine would cease to exist.
My sympathies and admiration are
therefore with the brave people of Ukraine,
who are standing up to the bully, refusing
to let the law of the jungle (where ethics
and civility give way to raw power) decide
the faith and future of their country. Against
the odds, the Ukrainian people have
found the strength to push back against
an – on paper – stronger force. I wish them
every success in defending their land and
repelling the invasion. And my heart goes

out to the victims of the monstrosities
perpetrated by Putin’s barbaric army.
If we do not have rules of engagement
for a peaceful and civilised resolution of
our differences, this is where we end up:
with the people in power indiscriminately
enforcing their power on the less privileged,
without right or reason, resulting in loss of
dignity, loss of humanity, and with that, loss
of respect and credibility.
Closer to home, we have bullies, too. I
am glad to say that it is largely on the
fringes only, but we do get occasional
reports of abuse exercised by shipboard
management over more junior members
of the team on board. Such behaviour
is unacceptable, and anyone exercising
their powers in this manner should bow
their heads in shame. It is unacceptable
behaviour, and the fact is that the more
power you have, the more restrained you
must be in how you apply this power.

Everyone working in Anglo-Eastern, be
it on a ship or ashore, has a right to be
treated with dignity and respect. It is
the responsibility of the leaders in the
organisation to set the tone, and that
tone needs to be one of civility and high
standards for ethical behaviour.
At Anglo-Eastern, there is no room for
workplace bullying, intimidation, or
harassment of any kind. We must respect
individual boundaries and limits, at all
times. We must treat every colleague
professionally, equally, fairly, and without
discrimination. People are entitled to
work in an environment and in conditions
that respect their human rights, personal
health and safety, and dignity.
And remember: a bully is only as powerful
as you allow him or her to be.
I salute the Ukrainians for their bravery
in standing up to a bully, and you will
likewise earn my admiration if you not only
uphold the above principles of decent
behaviour, but more importantly, if you call
out a bully when you see one.
It is incumbent on all of us to join in
at setting the tone, and not leave the
initiative to the bullies. Bullies thrive on
fear of speaking up, and we should not
give them such pleasure. Don’t be a victim
– and don’t accept it when you see others
bullied. We should all call out improper
behaviour when we see it, and hold each

other accountable to an acceptable
standard for workplace interaction.
I will end here with a quote by Dan
Pearce: “People who love themselves
don’t hurt other people. The more we
hate ourselves, the more we want others
to suffer.”
Think about it. And stay safe, stay civil!

Bjorn Hojgaard
Chief Executive Officer
LeaderShip | 3
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OPTIMISATION

Anglo-Eastern launches
Fleet Performance Centre in Mumbai

This National Maritime Day of India (April 5th), we were
proud to announce the launch of the Anglo-Eastern
Fleet Performance Centre (AEFPC) in Mumbai. Focused
on fleet performance and voyage optimisation, AEFPC
serves to bridge the gap between descriptive and
predictive analytics by leveraging the data gathered
from day-to-day vessel performance monitoring by such
technologies as Wärtsilä’s Fleet Operations Solution
(FOS), amongst others.
AEFPC drives optimal performance by
identifying trends and translating data
into proactive human interventions
aimed at improving overall fleet safety,
performance, regulatory compliance,
predictive maintenance, and safe
navigation.
The centre is located within AngloEastern’s Mumbai office and features
ten ergonomic workstations arranged
in an open floor concept. A 16-foot,
state-of-the-art video wall allows realtime monitoring of vessels and weather
conditions around the world, with the
option to display alerts, updates, system
feeds and external websites, as well as
host video conference calls.
Staffing the centre is an experienced
team of industry performance
specialists, engineers, nautical experts,
and analysts, led by Vipin Achan, Head
of Performance. The team has been
successfully piloting the initiative
since July 2021, with measurable cost
savings and benefits. Under the new

setup, access to real-time information
is now easier than ever before, further
enhancing monitoring and optimisation
efforts, while supporting even timelier
information sharing between offices and
ships.
Owners differentiate themselves from
their peers in a number of ways. One is
by achieving cost savings, efficiencies
and economies of scale, which together
make them a more competitive and
attractive option in the market. Another
is by demonstrating their commitment
to the environment and sustainable
practices. Through optimisation,
both end goals can be realised, with
a reduction in emissions as well as
real cost savings that can be passed
upstream to owners and their business
partners.

GROUP

The 8-panel video wall supports
real-time monitoring of vessels and
weather conditions around the world,
plus many other options

to conduct one of our first in-person
crew seminars since the start of the
global pandemic (see p. 6).
Also in attendance from Anglo-Eastern
were Singapore dry fleet head Vikrant
Malhotra, India crewing head Maneesh
Pradhan, and Anglo-Eastern Maritime
Training Centre (AEMTC) principal K.N.
Deboo and deputy principal Francis
Akkara, amongst others.
The ceremony comprised a traditional
ribbon-cutting and lamp-lighting ritual,
followed by an opportunity for guests
to meet the team, tour the facilities,
and learn how the AEFPC can enhance
optimisation and performance – and in
turn, reduce costs and emissions – "from
the first mile to the last ton".

Additional sofa seating is available in front
of the 16-foot video wall

The centre is equipped with state-of-the-art hardware, technologies,
and connectivity for smooth data access and information sharing

To celebrate the opening of the AEFPC,
a small ceremony was held on April 14th.
Special guests of honour included Kevin
Cockrell, Divek Chinnadurai and Dan
Jenkins from Rio Tinto, who were in town
LeaderShip | 5
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“Getting Back Together”
with RTM crew seminar
After two years of watching people on computer screens,
RTM’s “Getting Back Together” seminar for Anglo-Eastern
seafarers was a refreshing, long-overdue change that lived
up to its name as an opportunity for officers, owners and
managers to connect in person.

Winners of the drumming competition

Furthermore, with our robust standard
operating procedures, not one Covid
case was reported on any RTM vessel – a
remarkable feat, given the circumstances.
With the initial addresses over, it was
time for the participants to introduce
themselves, but not in the usual manner.
Instead, participants were asked to pair
up, with each partner introducing the
other. The idea was for individuals to get
to know the other person, by enhancing
their listening and communication skills,
and sure enough, more was learnt of each
participant than is usually the case.

RTM’s Kevin Cockrell sporting his
“This is a conversation starter” shirt

The seminar, conducted at Mumbai’s
Hotel Taj Santa Cruz and emceed by Capt.
Deepak George, was spread over two
days in mid-April and attended by close
to 60 officers from the RTM fleet, with
representatives from Rio Tinto Marine (RTM)
and Anglo-Eastern Singapore and India.
RTM’s Kevin Cockrell delivered the
opening address – a safety share about
falling objects, which was an apt topic
given the number of RTM vessels
6 | LeaderShip

Capt. Vikrant Malhotra

scheduled for dry-docking later this year.
This was followed by a welcome message
by Capt. Vikrant Malhotra, head of AngloEastern Singapore’s dry fleet.
Reflecting on the year gone by, Capt.
Malhotra spoke of how Anglo-Eastern
stepped up to meet the challenges posed by
Covid head on and thanked Rio Tinto Marine
for their unflinching support of maintaining
crew morale and of Anglo-Eastern’s crew
change efforts throughout the pandemic.

Following a short break, the participants
returned to their tables to discover African
djembe drums awaiting them. Amrut Bhatt,

a drum circle facilitator, led the participants
through a teambuilding musical journey
that required participants to first learn a
new instrument, then form a team and
perform on stage. The activity was an
exercise in communication, leadership,
coordination and teamwork, and resulted
in some lively performances that were both
entertaining and inspiring.
With the sound of drums still ringing
in their ears and their feet tapping the
ground, day one of the seminar ended with
the participants being treated to cocktails
and a gala dinner. A cheerful and fitting
end to a very active and successful day!
Day two of the seminar saw the
participants turn up fresh in smart casuals,

Just Transition

Anglo-Eastern is proud to be a project
partner of the Just Transition Task Force,
which was announced in Singapore
this April.

The task force was established at COP26 in Glasgow by
the International Chamber of Shipping (ICS), International
Transport Workers’ Federation (ITWF), and the UN Global
Compact, along with the International Maritime Organization
(IMO) and International Labour Organization (ILO).
It brings together governments, unions, and the shipping
industry to pursue a fair and equitable green transition
in shipping by ensuring workers' rights and developing
economies’ access to zero-emission vessels and zero-carbon
fuels remain at the centre of policy decisions, as outlined in
the accompanying graphic.

notably smartly designed Anglo-Eastern/
RTM T-shirts. The morning started with
another safety share, this time by one of
the RTM officers who shared an incident
from his daily life, demonstrating how even
seemingly mundane tasks can have the
potential to cause injury.

A JUST TRANSITION IS
CLIMATE JUSTICE

SOCIAL DIALOGUE - Promote social dialogue and
engagement between governments, employers,
seafarer trade unions, and other relevant bodies.

DECENT WORK - Opportunities for decent work
across the zero-emission vessel and zero-carbon
fuel supply chain, harnessing active labour market
policies.

SOCIAL PROTECTION - Promote and establish
adequate social protection systems, including
employment guarantee schemes, as applicable.

SKILLS DEVELOPMENT - Reskill, upskill, and
support inclusive new skill development.
GENDER & DIVERSITY - Support gender parity
throughout the transition, as well as seafarers
from diverse backgrounds and individuals with
disabilities.
OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY & HEALTH - Health and
safety-first approach to new green technologies,
with a strong understanding and assessment of
new or increased OSH risks from the greening of
shipping.

RTM’s Mr Cockrell and Divek Chinnadurai
then presented an overview of Rio Tinto,
including the company’s vision and values,
which are closely intertwined with AngloEastern’s. Mr Cockrell was then joined by
QHSE’s Capt. Shabrez Ahmed to touch
upon CRM performance and expectations.
The latter part of the morning session saw
Capt. Akiva Isaac and Capt. Girish Munjal,
also of QHSE, cover workarounds and
behaviour-based safety, while RTM’s Dan
Jenkins reiterated the company’s stance on
human rights, before breaking for lunch.
Post-lunch sessions are usually dreaded
time slots in any seminar, especially
after participants have been treated to a
hearty buffet lunch. Fortunately, that did
not prove to be an issue here, with the

EQUITY - Ensure developing nations are not
disenfranchised, through macro-economic policies,
enterprise policies, and equity of skill and knowledge
transfer, amongst others.
SUPPLY CHAINS - Ensure that new and existing supply
chains create decent work for all, including the most
marginalised, with respect for human rights.
COMMUNITIES - Support vulnerable communities by
using the transition to alleviate or eliminate existing
disparities in environmental, social, and economic
opportunities and outcomes (e.g., environmental
racism).

participants continuing to remain highly
engaged, so much so that a board kept
in the auditorium for gathering feedback
from the officers quickly ran out of space.
Mr Chinnadurai and Technical’s Prafful Jha
kicked-off the afternoon with information
on the upcoming dry-docking of RTM
vessels, as well as the various safety
initiatives planned across the fleet.
Feedback and suggestions were taken,
and queries answered. The lively session
was followed by Mr Jenkins, who spoke
on the correct reporting and analysis of
near-misses.
Maneesh Pradhan, head of our crewing
division in India, then took to the floor
to speak about various Fleet Personnel

initiatives relating to crew welfare, job
satisfaction, and career progression. A
short break ensued, which was followed
by an experience sharing session on what
it is like to work with RTM and AngloEastern, the presentation of long service
awards, and an enthusiastic open forum
that saw many relevant discussions and
suggestions put forth.
After some words of thanks to conclude
the seminar, it was time to say goodbye,
and one could not help but sense a tinge
of sadness amongst the participants.
At the same time, there was also joy
and hope that the experience of this
seminar and the things learnt from it will
not only be shared, but remain with the
participants.
LeaderShip | 7
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BUSINESS

Introducing Sea Sourcing,
our new procurement joint venture
Anglo-Eastern and Seaspan have teamed up to form
Sea Sourcing, a new procurement joint venture based in
Singapore, which commenced operations in May.

Jointly leading Sea Sourcing are
Jesper Larsen, head of Anglo-Eastern’s
procurement arm, Ocean Sourcing, and
Seaspan director of procurement Gareth
Hartlett.

Sea Sourcing’s larger scale will provide
access to better value propositions,
stronger negotiation power, improved risk
mitigation, and knowledge sharing as a
best-in-class procurement organisation.

Sea Sourcing will also seek to deliver
enhanced value to supply partners by
engaging them in longer-term partnerships,
providing our valued suppliers with
increased volumes and stability.

Concurred Torsten Holst Pedersen, COO of
Seaspan: “Sea Sourcing represents a great
opportunity for Seaspan and Anglo-Eastern
to truly leverage scale in a transparent and
efficient manner, ultimately benefitting our
respective customers and partners.”

The procurement joint venture will drive
enhanced competitiveness through greater
economies of scale across the value chain,
including optimised sourcing, product
development, use of relevant technologies,
and access to a global network.

Added Mr Ostenfeldt: “We foresee exciting
developments in the digital space as a
consequence of our combined forces and
look forward to embracing next-generation
digital procurement as a way to further add
value for our clients.”

Say NO to plastic bottles
Anglo-Eastern has pledged with IMPA
SAVE to reduce the use of plastic drinking
water bottles on board by 2025.

As a member of IMPA (International Marine Purchasing
Association) and the group’s procurement arm, Ocean Sourcing
took the lead in establishing a multi-unit task group earlier this
year to work towards the pledge.
In recent years, our onboard plastic drinking water bottle footprint
has hovered around 400,000 to 500,000 bottles per annum,
which – as high as it may sound – is not bad for a fleet of 650
vessels. Nevertheless, more can clearly be done.
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“Sea Sourcing is a partnership between
one of the world’s largest container ship
owners and ship managers,” said AngloEastern COO Carsten Ostenfeldt. “Through
this joint venture, supplier prices, as well as
associated terms and conditions, can be fully
optimised for the benefit of our clients.”

In that regard, we have continued to install water purifiers on
board our managed vessels and issue stainless steel bottles
to crew members for them to keep and reuse. In addition, the
task group set the following reduction targets:
•
•
•
•

06 months:
12 months:
18 months:
24 months:

10% reduction
20% reduction
30% reduction
50% reduction

So far, we remain on track for the 6-month reduction target
and look forward to sharing updates as we meet each halfyearly milestone. For those ashore, we should follow suit by
using the stainless steel bottles that were previously issued to
every employee, and by buying less plastic bottled water and
other drinks. Together, we can do more to use less and help
shape a better maritime future!

GROUP

AE Antwerp:
We’ve moved!

BUSINESS

We are pleased to announce that our Antwerp operations,
Anglo-Eastern (Antwerp) NV, has found a new and larger
home in the vibrant heart of the city at Schaliënstraat 3,
2000 Antwerp, Belgium.

Located in the city centre, amidst a hip
bar and restaurant scene, with several
museums in the vicinity and great river
views of De Schelde, the new Antwerp
office is accessible by foot, bike, public
transport (e.g., subway, tram), and car.

Central to this is a modern interior with
subtle references to shipping, and an
open floor concept that blends traditional
workstations with modern amenities and a
mixture of collaboration zones for new ways
of working together as One Team.

Regarding the office itself, it was
styled in accordance with our brand
and workspace design guidelines to
maintain the same look and feel for our
employees and business partners, no
matter which office they step into.

In terms of layout, the office is divided into
two sections by the central lift area:
• To the left, on exiting the lifts, sits the
Technical team, along with the offices of
COO Harald Klein and managing director
Yash Chawla.

• To the right are Accounts, FPD,
QHSE and HR, a large meeting room,
plus a mixture of seating areas for
conversations and lunch.
• Opposite the lifts are a small
emergency/meeting room and a
dedicated JiBe room.
To avoid clutter in the office and free up
space, the Antwerp office underwent a
digitalisation exercise ahead of the March
28th relocation date to minimise the onsite
filing storage footprint. Furthermore, each
employee has been issued a personal
locker, housed in a dedicated locker room,
in which to store their bulkier belongings.
Congratulations to the AE Antwerp team
on their new office, which represents a
fresh change and long-overdue upgrade
in terms of size, location, and design. After
17 years at the previous address, we trust
our colleagues will enjoy their new work
environment, which we look forward to
visiting soon!

We’ve also moved
Due to severe damage caused
by Super Typhoon Rai (known
locally as Odette), our Philippines
branch office in Cebu City also
recently moved to new premises:
ANGLO-EASTERN
CREW MANAGEMENT
PHILIPPINES, INC.
Rm 302, JSU-PSU Mariners Court
Legaspi Ext., Cebu City, 6000
Philippines
T. +63 32 345 3831
M. +63 917 519 8607
Branch Office In-charge:
Patricia Coquilla
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Besides attacks on several key cities
across Ukraine, which have caused
extensive destruction to infrastructure,
not to mention the loss of innocent
lives, global mobility, supply chains
and economies have been impacted
by significant disruptions to airspace,
shipping lanes, port access, fuel and
grain supplies, new sanction regimes,
and more.
And, once again, seafarers are finding
themselves on the front line – in some
cases, quite literally.

CREW WELLBEING

In War and Peace,
Safety First

Since Russia’s invasion of Ukraine on February 24th, scenes of senseless
devastation and attacks on civilians have rocked the world, compelling
countries to unite against such acts of aggression. The impact of Russia’s war in
Ukraine has been far-reaching, not only in terms of international outrage, but
across multiple aspects of today’s interconnected global community.

In the early weeks, several merchant
vessels were shelled by Russian forces,
many others in and around the Black Sea
were held up in the ensuing chaos, and
access to certain ports were and continue
to be denied, disrupting scheduled
port calls, cargo operations and crew
changes.
However, like always, the shipping
industry quickly adapted by diverting
vessels, adopting new trading routes,
and complying with the economic
sanctions imposed on Russia. But while
the industry as a whole may be able to
adapt, it is a different story for certain
segments – in particular, Russian and
Ukrainian seafarers, who account for
around 15% of global supply.
UKRAINIAN SEAFARERS
Ukraine supplies around 77,000 seafarers
to the world’s merchant fleet, of which
officers and ratings account for 47,000
and 30,000, respectively, according to
the 2021 Seafarer Workforce Report
jointly published by BIMCO and ICS.

GROUP

An estimated 40-45% of this total is
currently ashore, many in Ukraine, where
those of conscription age (18 to 60 years
old) have been prohibited from leaving the
country by martial law since March 1st. Of
the 55-60% presently at sea, a portion wish
to return to Ukraine to join their families, or
to fight for their country.
Less than half of Ukraine’s sizable seafaring
community is thus able to serve on board.
Furthermore, once the pool of over 60-yearolds and those living or signed-off overseas
have been exhausted to relieve their
fellow citizens on board, and once contract
extensions have been similarly exhausted,
the global supply of seafarers will take a hit.
Combined with the issues faced by
Russian seafarers (e.g., boycotted by some
companies, refused by port personnel,
payment difficulties), there could be a
10% drop in global supply in the coming
months, if the status quo remains – and
so far, there has been no indication of any
significant change on the horizon.
At Anglo-Eastern, we are of course mindful
of the implications and carefully monitoring
the situation daily, having set up a highlevel task force for this purpose and to
ensure minimal disruptions to the crewing
and operation of our ships. At the same
time, the safety of our seafarers remains first
and foremost.
“Safety first” and overall wellbeing are
our guiding tenets when it comes to our
seafarers, irrespective of whether they are
at sea or ashore, as demonstrated during
the worst of the global Covid-19 pandemic
and ensuing crew change crisis. The RussiaUkraine War is no different.

EXTENDING SUPPORT
Our crewing office and maritime training
centre in Odesa employ 25 shore staff,
who support our pool of 1,200 Ukrainian
seafarers. With such a sizable presence,
Anglo-Eastern’s ties and commitment to
Ukraine are unwavering, as has been our
stance from the outset: We stand with the
people and government of Ukraine, and
oppose Russia’s aggression, invasion and
war.
It was thus only natural that we extended
support early on, both financial and logistical.
With the unflinching dedication of our team
in Odesa, our offices in Europe, and with
central support from the group and top
management, we introduced the following
emergency measures and support initiatives
to assist our seafarers and their families.
HOW WE ARE HELPING
Point of Contact
Despite being under constant threat of
attack, our Odesa staff have not ceased
work and are continuing to operate from
the office and/or home in order to maintain
business as usual by supporting our
seafarers on board, and assisting those and
their families ashore as far as possible.

and various volunteer groups, our Odesa
staff have been active in arranging coach
services for seafarer families who wish to
take refuge in neighbouring countries like
Poland, Moldova, Romania and Bulgaria.
For families who wish to travel beyond,
our other offices (e.g., Riga, Hamburg,
Antwerp, Montreal) have been quick to
step in and offer assistance. Of note is our
Riga office, which has helped five families
(11 adults, 2 children) relocate to Latvia.
Altogether, more than 80 Anglo-Eastern
seafarer families have been evacuated
from Ukraine.
Where possible, we are also trying to
reunite families on board as
supernumeraries, and have been able to
do this for one family thus far, with three
more in the pipeline and hopefully more
to follow in the near future.
Financial Assistance
In line with unions, for safety and supply
chain continuity, we are recommending
our Ukrainian seafarers to extend their
contracts, where willing, with an additional
20% of basic wages as delayed relief
compensation for the entire extension
period, plus standby wages as applicable.

From staying in regular contact, serving as a
central point of contact, providing updates,
conducting remote welfare checks, and
offering moral, logistical and other support,
our Odesa colleagues are doing all that they
can to assist our seafarers and their families.

For Ukrainian seafarers ashore, in
partnership with owners (e.g., Dao,
Hadley, Bocimar, EBE, Fednav, Seanergy),
we are offering cash advances, such as
early rejoining bonuses to allow seafarers
access to immediate funds in order to
support their families.

Logistical Support
In cooperation with the Marine Transport
Workers’ Trade Union of Ukraine (MTWTU)

We have also introduced a new E-Wallet
option to all of our seafarers that comes
with a linked prepaid card that can

be used at any Mastercard-supported
cashpoint (see p. 9). Taken together, it
allows greater portability and flexibility,
access to more favourable rates and fees,
and importantly, unrestricted access to
funds and quick fund transfers when bank
systems may be down.
Onboard Support
For our Ukrainian crew at sea, we have
doubled internet bandwidth on board for
enhanced connectivity, so that they can
remain in contact with their families ashore.
We also enabled access to a new remote
counselling service that offers emotional
support to those at sea.
Ultimately, nothing can take the place of
peace and freedom, but until that day
comes for the people of Ukraine, we are
doing what we can to assist and support
our Ukrainian sea and shore staff and their
families. As a company that values safety, it
goes without saying that their safety is our
priority. Safety first, safety always.
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Ground report from Ukraine
Capt. Andriy Boyko, Director
Anglo-Eastern Ukraine

Bulgaria and Poland, with the closest
airport to/from Odesa (where many
seafarers reside) being Iași in Romania,
which is some 350 kms away by road,
and since April 1st, Kishinev in Moldova
(200 kms away).

Since the beginning of the war in Ukraine,
more than 110,000 men have returned to
Ukraine to defend their homeland, some of
them sailors ready to defend their families
These are just some of the difficulties
and homes. Others joined their families
faced by not only Ukrainian seafarers,
abroad to support them after they left
Ukraine and are at risk of losing their homes. but Ukrainian people. In terms of
individual cases, after a few weeks of
silence, we finally made contact with
Male citizens between 18 to 60 years of
one of our marine engineers, 3/E
age may not leave Ukraine, following a
Mykola Rybakov, who had managed to
presidential decree extending martial law
safely escape from Mariupol, along with
in Ukraine from March 26th for another 30
seven family members. For three full
days until April 25th, though at the time of
days, they travelled 200 kms to reach
writing, this is presently under review for
Odesa.
those in the merchant marine.
Transport connections to Ukraine became
difficult after the suspension of all flights to
Ukraine and Moldova. The nearest available
flights are in neighbouring Romania,

Mykola started his career with AngloEastern as a cadet in 2015. He last
served on board MV Mineral Ningbo
and hopes to join MV Mineral Gent,

provided seafarers can be exempted
from the martial law in time. Until
then, to help him and his family, we
have requested a cash advance on his
behalf, as well as union assistance. Crew
members from his last ship have kindly
offered accommodations.
A/B Dmytro Zuyev (ex MV Mineral Faith),
also from Mariupol, was less fortunate.
Though he and his wife and child were
able to escape, he suffered injuries
during an artillery attack that required
him to undergo emergency surgery on
his hand in Dnepropetrovsk. Again, we
have requested a cash advance on his
behalf, as well as union and insurance
assistance.
In both cases, the families have lost their
homes, their possessions, and life as they
knew it – and they are just two examples
of many others like them. Thankfully, we
are not aware of any casualties amongst
our seafarers to date and can only hope
it remains that way.

Canada's temporary residence programme
Canada has established the CanadaUkraine Authorization for Emergency Travel
(CUAET) to assist Ukrainians impacted by
Russia’s invasion by:
• Helping Ukrainians come to Canada as
quickly as possible, with the ability to
work and study while in Canada.
• Providing Ukrainians already in Canada
with the option to extend their visitor
status, work permit, or study permit.
Such temporary residents may be able to
apply for permanent residency through
12 | LeaderShip

various programmes, should they decide
to stay in Canada at the end of their
temporary stay.
Our Montreal office has successfully
assisted one of our Ukrainian seafarers
enrol in CUAET, through which he has
been granted a three-year temporary
stay in Canada.
For more information, visit https://www.
canada.ca/en/immigration-refugeescitizenship/services/immigrate-canada/
ukraine-measures/cuaet.html

Note that biometrics are necessary to
complete the application and must be
arranged at one of the more than 420
designated centres located around
the world (see https://ircc.canada.ca/
english/information/where-to-givebiometrics.asp).
For those interested in CUAET, please
refer to the above online resources.
Should you require the assistance of
an immigration attorney, contact our
Odesa office for guidance.

Relocation
to Latvia

Oskars Sizass, General Manager
Anglo-Eastern Latvia
Moved by the plight of the Ukrainian
people, our Riga office decided we had
to step in and offer assistance by helping
seafarer families relocate to Latvia.
For families not travelling by private car, we
have been able to secure company paid
transfers from Poland to Latvia, whereby a
van and two drivers are ready to meet and
pick up families who are able to travel to
Warsaw, and drive them to Riga. In both
cases, our staff are in constant touch to offer
guidance.
In order to avoid waiting for stateprovided accommodation after a long and
exhausting journey from Ukraine, which can
take several days, we also offer a company
paid hotel for the first one or two nights.
Our staff then offer guidance on how to
apply for state-sponsored social aid, which
includes free housing, material benefits,
work visas, schooling for children, bank
account setup, and other integration
measures.
Throughout the process and beyond, our
staff are always on hand to offer assistance,
as well as conduct regular calls and inperson visits to check on each family’s
welfare and progress.
So far, our team has assisted five families
(11 adults, 2 children), and remain on
standby to assist more families as far as
practically possible. It is the least we can do.

GROUP

Passage to safety

Anastasiia Babiichuk, wife of 3/O Maksym Kysil (ex MV
Federal Tambo), recounts the early days of the war and
the journey he and her mother-in-law Anzhela Kysil, wife
of Capt. Sergiy Kysil (ex MV Mineral Temse), took from
Ukraine to Latvia, with Anglo-Eastern assistance.

It is impossible to prepare for war. When it
comes, it comes at the most unexpected
moment. And now our lives are forever
divided into before and after the war.
Before the war, my husband and I had
recently enjoyed our honeymoon and
were doing home renovations, planning
our lives. On February 24th, the day the
war began, our family welcomed a puppy
from Dnipro by train. On the way back
from the station, we encountered the first
tank – something I never imagined I would
see in motion.
In the initial days of the war, all the men
in our family signed up for the territorial
defense. We were scared, but very proud
of our defenders, and there was no
question of us leaving at the time. But then
we heard the first explosion, and with the
sirens wailing more and more loudly, and
provisions and basic necessities in the
stores becoming less and less, the men
insisted on our leaving.

Anastasiia Babiichuk (left) and Anzhela Kysil with Maks
at their new home away from home in Ventspils, Latvia

Going somewhere unknown seemed
scarier than staying. But as fate would
intervene, we received an offer from
Anglo-Eastern about taking refuge in
Latvia, so my mother-in-law and I quickly
gathered our thoughts and strength in one

night and left. The journey was very long:
in five days we crossed seven countries,
travelling more than 2,500 kms, and every
day we were in touch with the Riga office
to guide us.
I would like to express special gratitude to
Oskars Sizass, General Manager of AngloEastern Latvia. When we arrived at the
address, we had to wait several hours for
the immigration service. Thanks to Oskars,
however, we spent that time warm, in the
office, in the centre of Riga – and for the
first time in a long time, we felt safe.
To this day, we remain in regular contact
with the Riga office. We now live in
Ventspils, in a house between the forest
and the sea, where we were provided not
only with accommodation, but food and
even a vet for our dog Maks. Anzhela has
also since found a job to bring in some
income.
We are grateful to everyone who helped
us get here and set us up, especially the
Ukrainian and Latvian offices of AngloEastern. Thanks to you, we feel safe,
and we pray and dream to reunite with
our families as soon as possible. We
believe in victory, in Ukraine, and in our
defenders!
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Anglo-Eastern adopts
digital crew payment
solution for enhanced
security and compliance
With increasing geopolitical uncertainty and risk,
particularly for Ukrainian seafarers, Anglo-Eastern has
adopted MarTrust’s next-generation E-Wallet and card
solution to better protect crew payments and comply with
sanctions regulations.
Launched in October 2021 by the global
maritime payment solutions provider
MarTrust, and backed by international
banks, the E-Wallet can be accessed safely
and securely anywhere and at any time
via a web portal or mobile app, and can
be seamlessly integrated into existing
systems. From there, funds can be easily
and securely transferred directly to crew
to pay whatever is required, be it salaries,
bonuses, overtime or cash advances.
The E-Wallet, which works in conjunction
with a linked pre-paid card, also reduces
the need for seafarers to manage or store
significant amounts of cash, providing
increased security. By using the card, cash
14 | LeaderShip

can be accessed at any Mastercardsupported ATM or bank teller around
the world, and the card can be topped
up in up to eight different currencies for
increased flexibility.
“We place the safety and well-being
of our crew as our highest priority, and
as a responsible ship manager, it is
incumbent on us to ensure we ease the
concerns our crew will have in relation to
receiving payment,” said Anglo-Eastern
COO Carsten Ostenfeldt.
“Transferring funds to seafarers’ accounts
in Odesa or Kiev was, until recently, a
formality. Clearly, the circumstances have

dramatically changed, and it is critical
that companies act swiftly to protect the
interests of their seafarers.”
The E-Wallet and card enables crews
to receive funds quicker compared to
traditional banking routes, and provides
them with complete control of their funds
and online purchases, with reduced risk
and lower transaction costs. They also
have the ability to quickly transfer money
to anyone at any time – in particular,
sending much-needed financial support
to their families.
“The MarTrust solution allows our
seafarers to receive funds in an E-Wallet

managed by an entity approved by,
and operating under, the UK’s Financial
Conduct Authority. This not only
allows individual crew members to
decide what portion, if any, they wish
to repatriate; it also allows us, as a
company, to be compliant with relevant
trade and economic sanctions,” added
Mr Ostenfeldt.
“Furthermore, we see the solution as a
step in the right direction with regard
to the digitalisation of our services,
and one that involves less risk and cost
compared to the more cash-based
solutions that are typically seen across
our industry.”
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his best wishes to the graduating cadets,
plus words of advice on personal safety and
the importance of maintaining a learning
attitude throughout their careers.
Mr Birwadkar similarly congratulated the
graduates on their big day and wished
them the very best in their seafaring careers.

AEMA

Class of DNS 23
celebrate graduation

This was followed by an online address
by Hong Kong-based Group QHSE and
Training director Capt. Aalok Sharma,
who congratulated the cadets of DNS 23
and introduced them to the “ABCD of
Success”, albeit in reverse order: Discipline,
Communication, Belief, Action.

audience. After the welcome address, the
cadets showcased their talents in a loudly
applauded entertainment segment that
included singing, dancing, and a patriotic
mime performance.

For belief in oneself, he offered the
example of world-renowned motivational
speaker, Nick Vujicic, who was born without
limbs yet overcame his adversity to become
an inspiration for millions worldwide.
Last but not least, he shared his own
experiences onboard and encouraged
the cadets to remain active in their lifelong
journey for learning.

This February 10th, Anglo-Eastern Maritime Academy
(AEMA) celebrated the passing out of its 23rd batch of
DNS (Diploma in Nautical Science) cadets.

Guest of honour at the ceremony was David
Birwadkar, shipping advisor and head of
Great Eastern Shipping. Upon arrival, Mr
Birwadkar was greeted by the faculty and
shown around campus to view the various
training facilities and natural beauty of the
grounds.
The celebrations were planned post-lunch
in the auditorium, where 80 proud AEMA
cadets eagerly awaited their big day, along
with their proud family members in the

Capt. Santosh Pandey, head of the nautical
department, then presented a detailed and
engaging course report that summarised
the journey of the cadets of DNS 23, from
progress reports and exam results to photos
showing the lighter side of cadet life at AEMA.

He highlighted the value of discipline,
as taught at AEMA, and explained the
importance of non-verbal communication,
showing courtesy to others, keeping a smile
on one’s face, and not being afraid to ask
questions, talk it out, or seek help when
faced with a difficult situation.

Rounding out the ceremony were awards
for the best all-round cadet and best
academic performer, both of which
were awarded to Cdt Anwesha Das in
a rare double honour. Well done! This
was followed by the release of AEMA’s
magazine Seaward Bound, a vote of thanks,
and the national anthem to conclude the
event.
On behalf of the rest of Anglo-Eastern,
congratulations to the class of DNS 23. We
look forward to seeing you on board our
ships soon!
Cdt Anwesha Das on being awarded best
all-round cadet and best academic performer
by guest of honour David Birwadkar

Group QHSE and Training managing
director Capt. Pradeep Chawla also offered
LeaderShip | 15
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Women's Day @MT Alpine Melina

Women's Day @MV Cape Lily

Our most important ASSET is you!
CREW ACTIVITIES

The Anglo-Eastern Staff Satisfaction & Engagement Team
(ASSET) is dedicated to engaging our seafarers through
a host of onboard activities and initiatives, from Social
Sundays to celebrating festivals and special days, as
highlighted here for the period Q1 2022.

This International Women’s Day (Mar 8), we
were excited to present our first webinar for
women seafarers and spouses of seafarers.
Celebrating the “SHEroes” of AngloEastern, the webinar drew an impressive
597 participants, and featured talks on
various subjects such as gender bias, health,
wellbeing and self-care/love, interspersed
by fun quizzes with prizes to be won.
During the webinar, a new association for
the same audience was launched. Named
Anglo-Eastern Women of Seas (AWOS),
16 | LeaderShip

the association’s first online gathering is
scheduled in May for those interested in
attending.
Besides International Women’s Day, the
quarter saw the celebration of a number of
festivals and special days from around the
world, including Makar Sankranti (Jan 14),
Poya Day (Jan 17), India Republic Day (Jan
26), Chinese New Year (Feb 1), Valentine’s
Day (Feb 14), Ukraine Day of Unity (Feb
16), and International Day of Happiness
(Mar 20), plus some fun days like National

Stand with Ukraine @MV Unity Explorer

Social Sunday cooking
@MT Miracle Hope

Social Sunday pool time
@MV Berge Ningbo

PEOPLE

WELLBEING

Opposite Day (Jan
25) and April Fool’s
Day (April 1).
Q1 2022 also
shone the
spotlight on
various inhouse initiatives, such as Social Sundays,
BRO, WE Team, AE Forum, and our
Empowerment and ASSESS surveys, plus
Social Sunday candlelit dinner
@MV Berge Heng Shan

our #ProudToBeWithAngloEastern, “I
Make a Difference”, and #SayNoToPlastic
campaigns. Pulling them together is WE
Care, a comprehensive catalogue of our
seafarer wellbeing and engagement
initiatives that we recently published.
Last but not least, Q2 2022 saw a total
of 29 officers promoted to Master
or Chief Engineer. Well done and
congratulations!

Life coaching

We can all benefit from having someone to guide and
walk with us in our journey of life, and that someone
could well be a life coach.

WHAT IS A LIFE COACH?

HOW CAN LIFE COACHING HELP?

A life coach is someone who provides
others with the drive and guidance
necessary to improve their careers,
relationships, and lives by helping them
to recognise their skills and dreams,
refocus their life's goals, and move past
challenges that stand in the way.

•
•
•
•
•

WHO CAN BE A LIFE COACH?

REACH OUT TO A LIFE COACH TO:

• A friendly guide who helps you reach
personal and professional goals
• A wellness partner who encourages
self-discovery and growth
• A supportive friend who motivates
you to achieve long-lasting change

•
•
•
•
•
•

Give clarity and focus in life
Eliminate long held fears and anxieties
Improve communication skills
Explore ways to a satisfying work-life
Strengthen relationship with family,
friends and colleagues
• Help you to find fulfilment in life

Manage stress and anxiety
Talk about uncertainties in life
Improve your health or job satisfaction
Focus on time management skills
Break bad habits, explore creativity
Simply talk to somebody

Contact wellbeing@angloeastern.com for more information on life coaching.
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In the last season, played in 2020, AngloEastern fared well, ranking fourth overall.
After an extended downtime due to Covid
lockdowns, the league announced that
it would be picking up where it had left
off, with the third season’s tournament
scheduled for 23 April 2022 and an extra
determined Anglo-Eastern (dubbed “Anglo
United”) this time gunning for gold.

We are the
champions!

COMPETITION

Anglo-Eastern Mumbai has a number of keen football
players, so there was never any question of joining
the six-a-side Maritime Soccer League, now in its third
season. With 16 shipping organisations taking part, the
league represents a fun opportunity for industry peers
to network and compete – in some cases, with the literal
competition.
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As with all other seasons, in the initial
league stage, the 16 teams are divided
into four groups of four, with only the top
two from each group qualifying for the
next round. In this season, Anglo-Eastern
found itself grouped with the Academy of
Maritime Education and Training (AMET
Chennai), Seaspan Corporation (whom we
recently formed a new procurement joint
venture with; read more on p. 8), and India’s
Directorate General of Shipping (DGS).
Anglo-Eastern’s first match was against
AMET Chennai, who beat Anglo-Eastern
1-0, which dealt the team a bit of a blow.
The next two matches were thus critical to
win in order for Anglo-Eastern to advance
to the quarter-finals. As luck and skill would
have it, the second match saw AngloEastern defeat Seaspan by a resounding
3-0, while the third match resulted in
another victory for Anglo-Eastern against
DGS (1-0).
Finishing second in the group, AngloEastern thus advanced to the quarter-finals,
where our players now found themselves
up against TS Chanakya, whom we beat in
another 1-0 victory. Moving onto the more
challenging semi-finals, Anglo-Eastern
now needed to defeat Seven Islands in
order to qualify for the finals. However, the
match proved tough, with no goals scored

by either side, so it came down to a penalty
shootout, which we won by 5-4. Close call!
Standing in the way of ultimate victory was
only one match against MMSI, a strong
team that had yet to suffer defeat in the
tournament thus far. And what a tense match
it was. Anglo-Eastern was one goal down
in the second half, and only managed to
score an equaliser in the very last minute.
But with a 1-1 draw, it again came down to
a penalty shootout. Thankfully, our team did
not disappoint, winning the shootout 4-3 and
thus the tournament.
Despite losing the opening match, AngloEastern managed to power its way through
the rest of the tournament to win the season’s
mammoth trophy cup. Well done and
congrats to “Anglo United” players Abhijeet
Poojary, Alston D’souza, Clifton Gonsalves,
Darshan Manjrekar, Garry Gomes, Lawson
Moraes, Nash Henriques, Neel Kadam,
Swaroop Raut, and Nixon Fernandes (one
of our seafarers) on their victory and No. 1
league ranking! #EkNumber #OneTeam
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AE Mumbai women
win inaugural
throwball competition
This March saw Saran Sports organise the 1st Franklin
Templeton Corporate Women’s Sports Challenger 2022 in
celebration of International Women’s Day.

Held at Mumbai’s Western Railway Football
Ground and comprising four sporting events
(badminton, box cricket, table tennis and
throwball), the inaugural event attracted
more than 550 participants from over 30
organisations, including Anglo-Eastern.
Our Mumbai office entered a team of seven
women in the throwball competition (three
of whom also entered the badminton
competition): Allena George, Delishya
Coutinho, Litchensa Fernandes, Priyanka
Iyengar, Sangeeta Surekar, Seema Kudav,
and Sukanya Jadhav. Many had not played
sports in years, especially not in the two
years of Covid lockdowns.
“Two years of lockdowns and inactiveness
had turned us into sloths, with everything
revolving around untimed work and the four
walls of our homes. So our first thought was
that we would be entering a competition,
even though it had been a long time since
we had played any sports,” said the players.

Nevertheless, the team was excited, so
hastily arranged training after work. But
with not much time to prepare, they were
only able to squeeze in a few evenings of
practice before the day of the event quickly
arrived. Ready or not, this was it, so off the
team set, filled with nervous excitement.
Unfortunately, the first match did not go as
well as hoped, which shook the team’s faith.
But with two more matches to play in the
knockout round, there was still a chance.
Surely enough, the team bounced back
in the second and third matches, allowing
Anglo-Eastern to advance to the next day’s
semi-finals, which they also won.
With the trophy now within reach, and
feeling a lot more confident, Anglo-Eastern
was ready for the finals. Pitted against
strong opponents that counted professional
footballers amongst its ranks, our team was
in for a challenge, but decided to put up a
good fight, win or lose.

And put up a good fight
they did, with Anglo-Eastern
fiercely clawing its way
to 11 points against the
opposing team’s 14 points
in a decisive 15-point set.
With only one point needed
to decide the match, the
tension on the court was
palpable, but that one
point proved elusive for the
competition, as they were
unable to break AngloEastern’s service.
Slowly but surely, AngloEastern advanced, closing in
on the opponent’s 4-point
lead until the two teams
were battling neck and neck
for the trophy. And just like
that, in a moment of awe
and elation, Anglo-Eastern
scored the final point
necessary to win the match
and competition.
“The players who lost confidence on day
one came back even stronger on day two
to add value to the team. Teamwork can
Badminton 25 & Below runner-up, Priyanka Iyengar

do wonders and we are living examples
of it. Sometimes, it’s all that’s required to
win.” Indeed, and a big congratulations
to the players on their amazing win!
#OneTeam
As for the event’s individual badminton
competition, PNB MetLife Corporate
Women’s Badminton Championship
2022, which was held two weeks later,
congratulations to Priyanka Iyengar for
winning the runner-up trophy in the 25
& Below category. Special mention also
to Delishya Coutinho and Seema Kudav
for making it to the semi-finals in their
respective categories. Well done!
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Born to be wild?
PASTIMES

Hongkongers, look out! Anglo-Eastern debuts new biker
gang club on the roads of Hong Kong.

After relocating to our new office in
Kowloon Bay, Anglo-Eastern Hong Kong
witnessed an explosion of motorcycle
enthusiasts commuting to work. Possibly
due to ample parking space at the new
premises or to avoid public transport
due to Covid, whatever the reason, it
was only a matter of time before the
bikers amongst us gravitated towards
each other to form a weekend club.
Tentatively dubbed the Anglo Biker
Club (ABC), the initiative was taken by
deputy fleet manager Abhijit Sarkar,
who is a proud owner of an Aprilia
and BMW. The club has 12 members
from across different departments,
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and the bikes during rides are a treat
to watch, with Aprilia, BMW, Ducati,
Harley-Davidson, Honda, Kawasaki, KTM,
Triumph and Yamaha on full display
(listed in alphabetical order to avoid any
bloodbaths between the riders, lol).
ABC has enjoyed two outings so far:
one during the Easter holidays on April
15th, and the second during the long
weekend of Buddha’s Birthday on May
9th. More than 300 km were covered by
both rides, which involved exploring the
beautiful motorcycling routes of Hong
Kong, notably around Kowloon and the
New Territories, plus food and lots of
motorcycle photos, naturally.

Easter Easyriders: Lucas Daels, Subhash Rao, Kelvin Chau,
Amit Chanda, Abhijit Sarkar, Amandeep Saini, and Shrinath Hegde
Buddha Bday Bikers: Tarun Kumar, Subhash Rao, Bopanna
Mandanna, Shrinath Hegde, Amit Chanda, Abhijit Sarkar,
and Muhammad Nasir

Live to ride,
ride to live
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As a proud owner of a Harley-Davidson Sportster and a
member of the Harley-Davidson HKG BikerZ Club, fleet
director Anshul Gupta is living the dream, as he discusses
his lifelong passion for bikes, riding, and Harleys.
Motorcycling is a combination of
exhilaration, relaxation, fear, and pleasure
that can change a person forever. The
physical and emotional satisfaction,
coupled with a layer of anxiety, can only be
experienced by the one riding.
Having always been passionate about
bikes and riding, my dream was to one day
join the ranks of a legacy-filled motorcycle
brand. In 2020, that dream came true when
I became the proud owner of a HarleyDavidson Sportster.
While reaching close to 20,000 km in less
than two years of riding Hong Kong’s roads,
days have never been the same as before.
The first Sunday of each month, in particular,
is a long-awaited day, for that is when the
members of HKG BikerZ Club meet for a
group ride on their Harley-Davidsons.
The revolutionary engines of Harley make a
low, deep-throated, somewhat syncopated
vibration, and the roaring sound that many
describe as “potato potato” further adds to

the experience, especially when over 20
riders hit the road together (apologies for
adding to the noise pollution!).
While some are bit cynical
about this particular act
on the roads and all the
fuss over two wheels,
especially in Hong Kong
where motorcyclists are
less appreciated by other
vehicles, the truth is that
riding a Harley can make
you feel great – while also
making you look pretty cool.
Above all, what better way
to commute these days
than by motorcycle, when
one is expected to maintain
social distancing. Riding the
roads in the open air, with
nobody else but you and
your motorcycle is amongst
the best, and coolest, forms
of social distancing!
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All-round handyman awarded
Q2 2022 Safety Star
Oiler Richard Magboo of MT ONEX Phoenix is the latest
crew member to be inducted into the Safety Star “Hall of
Fame”, launched by Hong Kong’s Anglo-Eastern Tanker
Management (AETM) division a couple of years ago.

An all-round handyman full of innovative
ideas and solutions, Mr Magboo proved
himself to be a true asset to the ship
and crew by introducing numerous
improvements on board.
One improvement, shared with other
vessels as a best practice, was to provide
a fresh water flushing line to the vacuum
pump, so that it can be periodically flushed
to prevent excess soiling.
Due to icing of the evaporator line, water
droplets were pooling on the reefer line
C
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and dripping onto the gas leakage
detection sensor below, so Mr Magboo
fashioned a sheet of acrylic to collect and
channel the water to the scupper (A).
The vessel also had an issue with its
waste oil tank exhaust fan tripping, which
he addressed by installing a drain near
the exhaust fan casing (B) to remove
the condensate that was causing the
fan to trip. His modification resolved the
tripping issue, and with uninterrupted fan
operations restored, the evaporation rate
also increased.
D

In addition to the above, Mr Magboo
made F-spanner stands (C) near various
machinery (e.g., COPT, auxiliary boiler,
emergency bilge suction), so that the
spanners can be tidily stored and always
readily available. He also made a securing
arrangement to tidy the engine room
crane cable (D) and made boxes to stow
the loosely hanging fixed beam chains (E).
That is quite the list of improvements!
It goes without saying that Mr Magboo
won praise from his seniors for being a
hardworking, safety conscious member
of crew, an active participant during
meetings and training, and a source of
many good ideas and ways to improve
shipboard safety. He was also credited for
maintaining one of the cleanest cabins on
board. Well done and congratulations!
E

TECHNICAL

RESCUE AT SEA

Moonshine downed
by rough seas
A clear day in spring may seem ideal, but even days
such as those can herald danger at sea.

In the early hours of March 7th, MT
Bochem London was contacted by
Portugal’s Delgada MRCC, informing them
that a sailing vessel was sinking north of
the Azores in the Atlantic Ocean. Eoin
Keyes, the sole person on board, had
embarked on a two-week solo journey
from the Azores to his home in Kinsale,
Ireland, and had already been waiting for
conditions to improve before setting out.
However, conditions can change rapidly
at sea, and appearances can be highly
deceptive, thus despite the clear skies and

blue waters, Mr Keyes found himself facing
strong winds and swells that overwhelmed
his sailboat, SV Moonshine. Fortunately,
he was able to evacuate the sinking vessel
via the inflatable life raft on board, which
Bochem London had deviated from its
course to locate, along with one other
cargo vessel.
Due to the rough seas, it took a few hours
for the tanker to reach the vicinity, with
visual contact made around 1100. In that
time, the other vessel had arrived first,
but difficulties in manoeuvring caused
two rescue attempts to fail. Bochem
London thus began its own approach,
commencing rescue operations some
90 minutes later, while the other vessel
remained at the scene on standby.
Conditions were still severe at the time,
with gale-force winds of Beaufort force
8/9 bringing five-metre-high swells that
dwarfed the raft and rocked the tanker,
complicating the rescue substantially.
The crew on board the Anglo-Eastern
managed Bochem London launched a line
towards the life raft, but despite their best
efforts to reel it in, the winds and waves

kept the raft drifting almost beyond the
ship.
After a further 90 minutes and several
unsuccessful attempts, the crew were able
to throw a lifebuoy into the water close
to the life raft for the survivor to grab. Mr
Keyes bravely jumped into the surging
ocean and grabbed on to the lifebuoy,
allowing the crew to pull him towards the
embarkation ladder by which he was able
to ascend to the deck.
“It was a moment of a lifetime for all staff
on board, as we burst into cheers of
joy as the survivor stepped on board,”
recounted a member of crew. “We all
shouted and congratulated each other,
with tears of joy running down a few
faces, and started hugging each other
and the survivor. Managing to save
a precious life is a feeling few have
experienced, and what a great one it is.”
Mr Keyes was offered a change of clothes,
first aid, and food. Despite his harrowing
ordeal, a medical check-up found him
to be in good health. Meanwhile, Capt.
Rohil Bhakri had notified all relevant

bodies of the successful search and rescue
operation, including Mr Keyes’ next of kin.
On hearing that her son had been saved
and was in good hands, his mother burst
into tears, as the last she had heard was
that his sailboat was sinking in the middle
of the Atlantic Ocean.
As instructed by MRCC Delgada, Bochem
London was to proceed to the Azores
with the survivor. While en route, the crew
surprised Mr Keyes with a cake and sang
“Happy Birthday” (because why not?),
which brough a big smile to his face. On
March 9th, farewells were exchanged as Mr
Keyes disembarked at Terceira Island, from
where he had commenced his ill-fated
journey just a few days before.
“Moonshine sank in a small but intense
low-pressure system, approximately 400
nm NE of the Azores. I was extremely
lucky to make it into a life raft and be
picked up unharmed by a cargo ship the
following afternoon and owe a huge debt
to everyone involved in that process,”
said Mr Keyes. Indeed, well done and
congratulations to Capt. Bhakri and the
crew of Bochem London!
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Project Control
Tower celebrates
200 inspections
MILESTONE

Project Control Tower is proud to celebrate its 200th
vessel inspection, following the inspection of the
bulk carrier MV Henriette Oldendorff in Port Hedland,
Australia, on 22 April 2022.
As detailed in the last issue of LeaderShip,
Project Control Tower was formed
in Q3 2021, under the supervision
and central coordination of technical
managing director Anand Sharma, as
a way to uphold safety and standards
through the continuation of in-person
vessel inspections in spite of the global
pandemic and ensuing travel restrictions.
By analysing data and reallocating
resources, we were able to establish an
overseas network of rotating inspectors,
comprising volunteer fleet/vessel
managers and QA superintendents drawn
primarily from the Hong Kong office.
With each inspector based in a strategic
location, as identified by data analysis
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and trends, we have been able to meet
the vessel inspection needs of owners as
before the global pandemic, with all of
our major business units subscribing to
the service.
Of the 200 vessels inspected by Project
Control Tower to date, just over half have
been bulk carriers (104 vessels), followed
by tankers (47), container ships (31), gas
carriers (10), and offshore support vessels
like heavy-lifts and tugs (8).
By business unit, the top four subscribers
have so far been Hong Kong Dry Fleet
1 (45 vessels), Hong Kong Dry Fleet
3 (33), Singapore Tanker Fleet (SPR,
31), and Hong Kong Dry Fleet 2 (29).
Other subscribers to the service include

Number of Inspections by Business Unit
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London
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Tanker
23%
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Diamond Anglo (DASM), Antwerp,
Hamburg, Singapore Dry Fleet (SGB),
Hong Kong Tanker Fleet (AETM), Anglo
Ardmore (AASM), and London.
Special thanks to our team of volunteer
inspectors, both past and present/recent
(listed alphabetically by first name):
• Present/Recent Team - Apurba Verma,
Lavkesh Agarwal, Pankaj Dubey,
Parakandy Johar, Sanjay Kumar, Vineet
Kumar
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• Past Inspectors - Amandeep Saini,
Anil Mahato, Arun Rangaswamy,
Ashish Pandey, Gurjit Panjeta, Kaushik
Chaudhuri, Mohan Rajpurohit, Nyi
Nyi Yin, Prasad Kawachale, Sathish
Gopinath, Shivendra Chaturvedi, Sumit
Gupta, Vidyadhara Kaup, Vivek Ratan
We would also like to offer a shout-out to
the following individuals for completing
over 15 inspections during their overseas
secondments:
• Nyi Nyi Yin (20 inspections in Korea)
• Vivek Ratan (18 inspections in US/India/
Europe)
• Amandeep Saini (17 inspections in US/
UAE)
• Sumit Gupta (16 inspections in Australia)
Well done and congratulations to the
Project Control Tower team for their
dedication and hard work in completing
200 inspections on behalf of owners
and the group, with more milestones to
no doubt follow! #SettingTheStandard
#OneTeam

TECHNICAL

HIGHLIGHT

Visiting a modern-day Legacy
Carsten Ostenfeldt, COO of Anglo-Eastern, paid our
Houston office a visit in the third week of March, where he
and general manager Helal Jafri held several meetings
with oil majors and the United States Coast Guard (USCG)
to touch base, exchange views, and share updates.

All visiting oil majors and USCG
representatives were very pleased with
our vessels and their performance, and
appreciated Anglo-Eastern for having a
local presence.
During Mr Ostenfeldt’s visit, AngloEastern’s first dual-fuel vessel, MV Legacy,
happened to be berthed at the nearby
Phillips 66 Freeport LPG Export Terminal,
so he and Mr Jafri took the opportunity to
meet the crew on board.

equipment and systems on board. A
sincere thanks to Capt. Pavan Pandey and
C/E Namassivayam Sandaradasse for their
hospitality and very detailed introduction
to Legacy’s LPG fuel system.
Mr Ostenfeldt also took time to speak
with all the staff on board, in addition

Capt. Pavan Pandey, Houston general manager Helal
Jafri, COO Carsten Ostenfeldt, and C/E Namassivayam
Sandaradasse on board MV Legacy, the first dual-fuel
vessel to be wholly project managed, crewed and
operated by Anglo-Eastern

to discussing Anglo-Eastern’s safety
culture and expectations. He thanked
and commended the crew for the
good work they are doing and
encouraged them to keep it up, with
full support from management and
ashore.

First, it must be said that the crew have
done a stellar job in maintaining the
vessel, which looked as good as the day
it left the shipyard. Besides the vessel’s
immaculate condition, the crew on board
were elated to meet representatives
from Anglo-Eastern, especially such high
ranking ones.
The crew enthusiastically showed their
two guests around, giving them a tour
of the vessel, including the machinery,
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MEET THE FLEET

Welcome to the Anglo-Eastern family
We take great pride in our growing family and warmly welcome each and every
new vessel that joins us. Below are our most recent new joiners since the last
issue until the end of April 2022. Fair winds and smooth/following seas!
DATE

VESSEL NAME

VESSEL TYPE

CAPACITY

OFFICE

MASTER

CHIEF ENGINEER

04 Feb 2022

Sunrise Ray

Tanker

19,976 dwt

Singapore

Gireesh Puthusseri

Parthiban Mani

10 Feb 2022

Chemstar Iris

Tanker

21,144 dwt

Singapore

Gaurav Sharma

Rajneesh Joshi

13 Feb 2022

Navarin

Tanker, VLCC

299,999 dwt

Hong Kong

Amit Mehra

Sudhakar Puchakayala

13 Feb 2022

Radiant Ray

Tanker

19,974 dwt

Singapore

Sahil Kapoor

Ambar Borkar

21 Feb 2022

Seraphine

Ro-ro carrier

20,092 dwt

Goes

Dan Cotic

Roman Koshkin

09 Mar 2022

Purple Ray

Tanker

19,988 dwt

Singapore

Devakinandan Edupuganti

Pravin Chari

14 Mar 2022

Ivory Ray

Tanker

19,991 dwt

Singapore

Palash Sarkar

Saravana Palani Selva

21 Mar 2022

Shandong Development

Bulk carrier, Newcastlemax

207,995 dwt

Hong Kong

Xu Zong Tao

Liu Hong Bin

19 Apr 2022

Calandria

Tanker, MR

45,950 dwt

Hong Kong

Rafad Kazi

Bijukumar Narayanan

20 Apr 2022

Fairchem Rooibos

Tanker

19,972 dwt

Singapore

Tarun Grover

Alok Sharma

2,754 teu
37,056 dwt

Hong Kong

Derick Dsouza

Karthik Reddiar

37,629 dwt

London

Nathaniel Agot

Ronaldo Cabaral

2,754 teu
37,158 dwt

Hong Kong

Midas Xavier

Evgeny Solovyev

20 Apr 2022
Maersk Nusantara
Container ship
			
26 Apr 2022

Unity Odyssey

Bulk carrier

27 Apr 2022
Maersk Chattogram
Container ship
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MT Navarin

MV Seraphine
(AETS-supervised newbuilding)

MT Chemstar Iris

MT Purple Ray

MT Radiant Ray
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MT Sunrise Ray

TECHNICAL

MT Ivory Ray

MT Calandria

MT Fairchem Rooibos

MV Shandong Development
(newbuilding)

MV Unity Odyssey

MV Maersk Nusantara
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MV Maersk Chattogram

TECHNICAL

DASHBOARD

Our managed fleet

From 01 Jan 2022 to 31 Mar 2022

The following dashboard provides a snapshot
view of our managed fleet in terms of ports
called, distance travelled, and fuel consumed
by vessel type in Q1 2022.

Top 10 Ports Called
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